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About the Author & the TextAbout the Author & the Text

�� Jamaica Kincaid is an Jamaica Kincaid is an 
American writer from American writer from 
Antigua. Antigua. ‘‘ GirlGirl ’’ is a is a 
piece from piece from At the At the 
bottom of the River.bottom of the River.

�� In In ‘‘ GirlGirl ’’ a young girl is a young girl is 
being warned against being warned against 
behaving immodestly. behaving immodestly. 



Key PointsKey Points

�� ‘‘ GirlGirl ’’ is in the form of a dramatic monologue is in the form of a dramatic monologue 
in which an older woman, probably the mother in which an older woman, probably the mother 
of the young inexperienced girl, gives her a of the young inexperienced girl, gives her a 
long piece of advice.long piece of advice.

�� The speaker assumes that the girl, just because The speaker assumes that the girl, just because 
she is a girl, is guilty of or will eventually be she is a girl, is guilty of or will eventually be 
guilty of a multitude of crimes and defects.guilty of a multitude of crimes and defects.

�� The mother gives her instructions regarding The mother gives her instructions regarding 
performing household duties.performing household duties.



Various Instructions Given to Various Instructions Given to ‘‘ GirlGirl ’’
�� Wash the white Wash the white 

clothes on Monday clothes on Monday 
and put them on the and put them on the 
stone heap; wash the stone heap; wash the 
colour clothes on colour clothes on 
Tuesday and put them Tuesday and put them 
on the clothesline to on the clothesline to 
dry.dry.

�� Cook pumpkin fritters Cook pumpkin fritters 
in very hot sweet oil.in very hot sweet oil.

�� Soak salt fish Soak salt fish 
overnight before you overnight before you 
cook it.cook it.



Instructions contInstructions cont……

�� DonDon’’ t sing benna in Sunday schoolt sing benna in Sunday school
�� DonDon’’ t eat fruits on the street.t eat fruits on the street.
�� This is hoe to sew on a button; make a This is hoe to sew on a button; make a 

buttonhole for the button; hem a dress etc.buttonhole for the button; hem a dress etc.
�� This is how you iron your fatherThis is how you iron your father’’ s shirt, your s shirt, your 

khaki pant so that clothes donkhaki pant so that clothes don’’ t have a  crease.t have a  crease.
�� DonDon’’ t plant trees near the house as they attract t plant trees near the house as they attract 

red ants.red ants.



ConclusionConclusion
�� The young girl is asked to act, behave and live The young girl is asked to act, behave and live 

according to the norms of society. The girl according to the norms of society. The girl 
child is not given any freedom. She is not child is not given any freedom. She is not 
allowed to have individuality of her own. allowed to have individuality of her own. 

�� She is asked by her own mother to follow the She is asked by her own mother to follow the 
track that maletrack that male--dominated society has already dominated society has already 
chosen for girls without even questioning or chosen for girls without even questioning or 
doubting them. doubting them. 

�� Thanks Thanks -- VipanjeetVipanjeet


